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Constructive activism or self interested terrorism?

BY DEBORAH HICKS MIDANEK

I expect that something like the following is playing out in many board-
rooms as hedge funds, with limited disclosure requirements and able 

to play long or short in securities throughout the capital structure, flex 
their increasingly powerful muscles. The issues raised focus further at-
tention on the role of the board and its responsibilities for the enterprise 
and the shareholders as a whole.

The scenario, loosely based on recent public filings: a public company 
in a retail business in multiple countries encounters difficulties in one 
of its units: accounting irregularities and possibly fraud. Its board acts, 
replacing top management with an interim CEO and engaging inde-
pendent counsel to review and report on the situation. The stock price 
of course, has been hurt, though the company’s other units continue to 
perform well. 

Certain shareholders begin to talk to the board about selling the 
company outright and mount a campaign to create pressure. The board 
engages an investment banker to review strategic alternatives. 

The same shareholders, now strident, express concern about manage-
ment actions and question the choice of CEO. They are concerned that 
the board has no stake in the outcome and believe their holdings entitle 
them to significant influence over board action. They would like to add 
a director or two, whom they will propose, to the board to assure them-
selves of the board’s true independence in evaluating alternatives. The 
board is open to such candidates, reserving its right to make final deci-
sion. 

The shareholders select candidates, assuring themselves that these 
candidates are committed to a rapid sale of the whole company, and to 
their proposed CEO candidate. These shareholders, who believe they 
control roughly 30 percent of the voting power, insist that their voices as 
owners must be heard and their director candidates must be approved. 
What is the board’s obligation in this situation?

The issues, not by any means an exhaustive list: It may well be that the 
best course of action for this company is to replace management and to 
move forthwith to sell itself. And the shareholders, all the shareholders, 
are certainly entitled to a board actively evaluating these issues. This 
particular group of shareholders’ impatience may be appropriate given 
the checkered history of the company. 

Is it however, their right, with 30 percent of the shares, to seek to 
control the outcome by populating the board with directors who are not 
in fact independent (as in impartial) but precommitted to a sale and to 
a CEO whom they have never met nor evaluated? Is a director who is 
willing to serve in that scenario, without benefit of non public informa-

tion the company likely possesses as to the weak unit’s prospects and 
the company’s prospects overall, without the ability to assess the CEO 
candidate directly, capable of serving as a fiduciary for the whole? Can 
a decision that the company must be sold lock stock and barrel reason-
ably be made by shareholders using public information only? Should 
a group holding a minority stake be able to compel the sale? Should 
an informal group, unrestricted in its trading rights, be able to foment 
corporate action that will effect shareholder value for all and possibly 
preclude the voices of other, unaware shareholders?

The answers to these questions are not clear or obvious. The corner-
stone though, of our system of governance of public companies holds 
that the role of the board is to represent the interests of all shareholders, 
who cannot in a public situation have access to all company informa-
tion, and cannot personally assess the quality of management nor the 
formulation of corporate strategy. 

In forcing the agenda of a minority on the whole, the shareholders 
are possibly destroying longer term value, and clearly saying that the 
judgement of the board is secondary to their judgement as owners with 
money at risk, and that the greater information about the company the 
board has is not material to their view. 

While in our free market system shareholders are clearly able to pursue 
any strategy that suits their objectives, the notion that the board’s judge-
ment and greater access to information is irrelevant seems to subvert the 
very design of our governance system. It is easy to suggest that many 
directors and boards have been asleep at the switch, but much harder to 
suggest a better system.

The best that can come of this is the stark reminder to boards that 
they are in fact accountable to all shareholders. Director behaviour in 
assessing management and using the greater information they possess 
must be active and engaged and truly reflect their best judgement for 
the benefit of the whole. Unless directors can clearly demonstrate that 
they are pursuing the interests of shareholders and not merely following 
management’s path, we may well find ourselves increasingly dealing on 
the basis of the agenda of the most vocal minority.  
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